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Engineering Disposition 
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PROJECT:  River Protection Project Waste Treatment 
Plant 

JOB NO.: 24590 SDDR: 24590-WTP-SDDR-PENG-20-
00019 

Rev. N/A 

Title of SDDR: ILAW Container LID LOCKING BAR FEATURE Minor edit & Superseding 24590-WTP-SDDR-
PENG-20-00012 

WTP Justification (Attach extra sheets, sketches, etc., as necessary). 

NOTES: 
1. Complete instructions provided at end of form.
2. Items 1 through 9 and 14 to be completed by Supplier.
3. Items 10 through 13 and 15 to be completed by WTP.

4. Non-applicable items to be marked "N/A."
5. Attach additional information whenever necessary.
6. WTP must be notified within 5 days after detection of deviation.
7. Select �Yes� if the SDDR contains or references ECI documents.

24590-ENG-F00001 Rev 46 (Revised 4/6/2020) Ref: 24590-WTP-3DP-G04B-00063 

Suppliers justification to this SDDR is acceptable as written. This deviation does not physically change any dimensions, it 
merely unconstrains the ILAW Container Lid Locking Latch Pocket width which was created in error during the previous 
deviation (24590-WTP-SDDR-PENG-20-00012), which is being superceded via this SDDR.  This deviation does not 
affect form fit or function.  
The Superceded SDDR # 24590-WTP-SDDR-PENG-20-00012 Suppliers justification was previously accepted, with the 
following FIVE exceptions and ONE addition as follows: 
Reduction of locking bar pocket depth on the lid (from 2.3 to 2.0) is being accepted since the supplier is providing an 
alternate method to accommodate the springs without altering their compression factor from the original 
configuration- (supplier proposed method adds two holes at the back wall of the lid locking bar pocket for the springs 
to sit into in order to maintain the original 2.3 depth for the spring length). The length of the lid locking bar per 
Revision 001 of drawing 24590-LAW-M0-LRH-00004004 is 1.76 (max) which still fits the reduced 2 depth of the 
pocket. This modification does not impact the form, fit or function of the lid locking bar or the spring. It only provides 
an alternate method to accomplish the intended function while allowing manufacturability. 
Exception #1: Proposed lid height tolerance upper limit (0.980 + 0.030) is NOT being accepted since increasing the 
lid height greater than the existing 0.010 tolerance would not allow the lid magazine to accept 35 lids under bounding 
conditions. The lid will also have the potential (under bounding conditions) to protrude from the top of the container - 
conflicting with assumptions made in the LAW Production Container Stress Analyses with Ansys (24590-LAW-M0C-
LRH-00003, Rev 001 � Section 5.3). The lower limit tolerance of -0.030 on the other hand is being accepted since it 
does not impact any interfaces. Upper limit to remain at +0.010. 
Exception #2: Proposed lid locking bar pocket height upper tolerance increase to 0.268 [0.238 +0.030] is NOT being 
accepted since increasing the pocket height creates excessive void space over the locking tab and allows room for 
the tab to travel up (by friction) while the lid is being lowered (placed) on the container. This will prevent the locking 
tab to engage the container flange.  Instead of a maximum of 0.268, an increase up to 0.255 [0.238+0.017] is being 
accepted in conjunction with addition of a chamfer on the lid locking tab sized 30 degrees (from horizontal) at a 
distance of 0.0625 from the tip of the lid locking bar to collectively allow lid engagement with the container flange. 
This allows the interfaces to work as intended while allowing a reasonable increase in the upper tolerance to allow 
manufacturability. 
Exception #3: Proposed increase of the dimension from recessed surface of the lid to the lid locking bar pocket upper 
surface is NOT being accepted since the 0.250 max condition (supplier proposed) is within 0.0005 of the height of 
the shoulder screw and could create galling. However, reduction of the minimum tolerance from 0.228 (original) to 
0.220 (supplier proposed) is being accepted. Even though reducing the maximum tolerance removes material from 
over the top of a void space (the lid locking bar pocket), the lid press does not exert force over the void space, it only 
presses the lid at the center measuring at approximately 9.85 in diameter. 
Exception #4: The proposed upper limit tolerance limit for the lid bottom slab (0.210 +0.010 / -0.005) is not being 
accepted since increasing the height of the bottom slab reduces the available opening space for the lid locking bar to 
engage the container flange lid locking bar pocket under bounding conditions (vertical dimensional stack up). The 
upper limit is being tightened to 0.000 and the lower limit relaxed to -0.010 since this small reduction in conjunction 
with the upward force exerted by the seal still allows proper seal and lid locking bar engagement 
Exception #5 Paint indicator relief line thickness tolerance (only) is NOT acceptable since any relief to the paint line 
thickness tolerance would negate the viewing accuracy required to visually determine locking has been successfully 
achieved.  Other the paint indicator relief line dimensional tolerances are acceptable. 
Note: All dimensions are shown in inches unless otherwise stated. 
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PROJECT:  Hanford Tank Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant (WTP Project) JOB NO.: 24590 SDDR: 24590-WTP-SDDR-PENG-20-00019 Rev. N/A 

Title of SDDR: ILAW Container LID LOCKING BAR FEATURE Minor edit & Superseding 24590-WTP-SDDR-
PENG-20-00012 

NOTES: 
1. Complete instructions provided at end of form.
2. Items 1 through 9 and 14 to be completed by Supplier.
3. Items 10 through 13 and 15 to be completed by WTP.

4. Non-applicable items to be marked "N/A."
5. Attach additional information whenever necessary.
6. WTP must be notified within 5 days after detection of deviation.
7. Select �Yes� if the SDDR contains or references ECI documents.

24590-ENG-F00001 Rev 46 (Revised 4/6/2020) Ref: 24590-WTP-3DP-G04B-00063 

Supplier Acknowledgement: 

The Supplier accepts the WTP�s disposition herein and agrees to implement the WTP�s disposition accordingly.  
Return the signed SDDR to the WTP Project Document Control (PDC). 

14. Supplier
Print/Type Supplier Representative Name and Position Signature Date 

WTP Supplier Quality Representative Release for Shipment: 

The SQR confirms through reviewing, observing, or monitoring that the SDDR has been incorporated or implemented 
for the applicable material or equipment for shipment. 

15. SQR
Print/Type Supplier Quality Representative Name and Position Signature Date 






